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Medium Value Hand Dyed Fabrics 

$576.00 
24 1-yard pieces of medium value hand dyed fabrics. Each piece is a different 

color in the 24-color wheel. Your order is hand dyed when it is received. Delivery 
time is usually within 2-3 weeks. 

  
Dark Value Hand Dyed Fabrics 

$576.00 
24 1-yard pieces of medium value hand dyed fabrics. Each piece is a different 

color in the 24-color wheel. Your order is hand dyed when it is received. Delivery 
time is usually within 2 to 3 weeks. 

  

  



Light Value Hand Dyed Fabrics 
$576.00 

24 1-yard pieces of light value hand dyed fabrics. Each piece is a different color 
in the 24-color wheel. Your order is hand dyed when it is received. Delivery time 

is usually within 2 to 3 weeks. 

  
Black Hand Dyed Fabric (Light) 

$456.00 
19 1-yard pieces of light value black based hand dyed fabrics. Each piece is a 
different shade of black. Your order is hand dyed when it is received. Delivery 

time is usually within 2 to 3 weeks. 

  



Smoky Chartreuse and Blue Red Hand Dyed Fabric 
$648.00 

27 (1) yard pieces of tones, shades, and tints of Chartreuse, Blue Red, and 
Yellow Orange fabrics. Rust and Brown accents on some of the pieces. This 

bundle has a smoky look to the fabrics like sunsets or sunrises that are 
affected by smoke particles in the air after a forest fire. Your order is dyed 

when it is received. Delivery time is usually 2 to 3 weeks. 

  
Clear Chartreuse, Blue Red, Yellow Orange Hand Dyed Fabric 

$648.00 
27 (1) yard pieces of tones, shades, and tints of Chartreuse, Blue Red, and 
Yellow Orange fabrics. Rust and Brown accents on some of the pieces. This 

bundle has a clear look to the fabrics and is similar to autumn leaf colors. Your 
order is dyed when it is received. Delivery time is usually 2 to 3 weeks. 

  



Charcoal Grey Dark (Teal Olive Wine) 
$456.00 

This is an example of a dark charcoal grey batch that includes tones of 
teal, olive green and wine. White Prepared for Dyeing fabric was used as 

the ground. 19-piece color run, consisting of 1-yard pieces. 

  
Brown Hand Dyed Fabric 

$504.00 
A sample of a 21-yard bundle of truffle brown hand dyed fabric. This bundle 

consists of light, medium and dark shades. Each piece is 1 yard. An 
example of some of the unique images that can show up in a batch of 

fabric, one piece has what appears to be an image of a koala bear. Each 
batch is custom hand dyed at the time of the order for the client. No 2 

batches ever turn out the same, you are getting a one-of-a-kind batch of 
fabric that no other quilt artist will have. 

 

  If you encounter any problems while ordering, please email me directly at jean@jeanjudd.com and I can take care of your order. 
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